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Data & AI Talks
An Inter-school Competition to 
Inspire Kids to Imagine the Future 
with AI, Make them Share Their 
Creative Ideas & Showcase Them
to a Wider Audience.



AI is Not Just Our 
Future, It Is Now 
Our Present Also!
We think AI is our future. In fact we are already using AI. 
But in the future our life will be more integrated with 
AI systems. AI Voice Bots, AI Cars, AI Face Detection, 
AI Robots and many more devices and gadgets will be 
available for humans to perform their activities in a better 
and easier way. 

The capabilities of AI systems are growing in multifolds 
as the ability to store and analyze huge volumes of data 
is increasing at a rapid pace. Machines are learning with 
the help of data and are becoming better everyday to
 perform activities with better accuracy. 



Why AI for Kids?
As the future is closely linked with AI, the job roles 
will also be requiring sufficient knowledge and 
experience of AI. More than just tools, thinking of 
AI would be the most required skill for the future 
jobs. Future companies will require more creative 
people coupled with great thinking about humans 
and the machines. 

The AI industry is not just like the software industry and
there will be a paradigm shift as the basic operations will 
be done by the machines themselves. Humans will be 
required to perform at a higher level to deal with the 
machines. 



The Data & AI Talks 
Event
Today’s kids are very different from the older 
generation. They have got all the information at 
their fingertips and many of them have a better
understanding of some aspects of the world at a 
younger age. Thanks to the Internet! They are 
learning on their own about a lot of things, 
experimenting with gadgets, building/creating 
things, expressing themselves and doing a lot of 
other activities which the older generation didn’t.

With this event we want to inspire the kids to  “Think” 
about the future of AI and “Talk” about it. We strongly 
believe that their freshness in thinking and their 
understanding of the world can make them imagine 
better things which can be made possible with AI. We 
are curious to see their creative ideas and we are 
confident that some of them may be creating an 
impact.



Kids of 5-10 grades need to do a bit of 
research, think, brainstorm and create 
a document (Minimum of 500 words) 
and a corresponding presentation with 
creative Data & AI Product/Service ideas. 
They need to explain what’s the purpose 
of their product/service, how it works, 
benefits etc. 

What Do Kids 
Need to Do?

Ideas like “AI-Based Home Work Maker”!
are also welcome!

If their document is approved, they
need to present it on the stage.



Competitions
LEVEL 1: At Kid’s School

The first level competitions will be conducted at 
the kid’s school. Based on the grades, kids will be 
divided into 3 groups.

Group A
Grades 5th and 6th

Group B
Grades 7th and 8th

Group C
Grades 9th and 10th

10
Schools Participate
in this Competition,
including the Host
School

How It Works

Our team will visit your school and present the event idea to your kids

Kids will register for the event and submit their ideas

Our team will visit for presentations on the decided date. Maximum 
time for each presentation will be 10 mins

We will decide the winners based on a) Value of the Idea b) 
Presentation Style and c) Confidence. Top 2 ideas will be declared
as winning  ideas from each group. The kids with winning ideas will
be sent to Level 2 competitions 

All participants will be given Participation Certificates
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Winners will get Medals, Certificates and Surprise Gifts7

Interested schools register to participate in the competition1



Competitions
LEVEL 2: At NH Goel World School

Level 2 competitions and other activities will be 
conducted at NH Goel World School. School 
directors, principals, teachers and parents are 
welcome to witness these talks and also 
participate in other activities.

AGENDA
Presentations & Assessment

How It Works

1 All the winners from Level 1 will be invited to the host school for Level 2

2 All the kids from all schools will be presenting their ideas (maybe 
with enhanced information and presentation). Maximum time for each 
presentation will be 10 mins

3 Top 2 ideas from the contestants will be selected from each group

4 There will be 3 winner ideas and 3 runner up ideas, one from each 
group. These winners will be presenting their ideas on the stage to a 
larger group of audiences

5 The winners will receive an iPad, a Medal and a Certificate

Winner Presentations, Expert Talks and Prize Distribution

6 The runners up will receive a Smart Watch, a Medal and a Certificate

7 All other participants will receive a Certificate

8 Along with individual prizes, the schools of the winning kids will be 
receiving Trophies
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Expert Talks on Data & AI
The final day event at the host school will be 
having an Expert Talks session. Prominent 
personalities will be gracing the event and 
there will be talks by experts on AI and why 
we need to make the kids ready for AI. Also 
they will talk about the role that schools 
should play in this transition.

Team {igebra.ai} will present our 
thoughts on the Future with AI.

Why Should a School
Participate?
It will be a great opportunity to showcase the strength of your school 
in front of a larger audience containing the parents. It also generates 
a lot of curiosity among kids and gives them inspiration in shaping 
their future. It may also spark an entrepreneurial spirit in the minds 
of the kids.

The expert talks on AI will be a great learning opportunity for you and 
your staff members to improve your understanding about the future 
with AI.

Chief Guest
[Coming Soon]



Talk About AI &
Win Great Prizes!

1st Prize 2nd Prize
iPad Smartwatch

CERTIFICATE

PARTICIPATION 
CERTIFICATE

For Every Participant

TALKS



Associate Partners

Sponsors

Media Partners

[Coming Soon]

Event Timeline

31 March
st

Deadline for School Registration

01 30TO

Orientation Sessions for the Kids

st th

April

15 May
th

Deadline for Student Registration

30 June
th

Deadline for Submission of Papers

01 25
Presentations at the Participating 
Schools

st th

July

31 July
st

The Data&AI Talks Final Day
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